
Trauma Responsive 
Strategies: 

Tools for Calming 
the Physiology

GROUP 1: LAUREN, DIANE, JESSICA



Objectives

 By the end of this workshop, participants will be able to:
 Develop strategies for supporting all children in 

maintaining a safe, calm classroom environment
 Begin building a classroom solution kit to support all 

children



Guidelines

Be respectful of others
Support a caring and inclusive 

environment
Use self-regulating tools to manage your 

body, mind, and emotions



Getting Started- Be Proactive
 Take care of yourself & check your own emotional state
 Create a safe classroom environment

 Draft a classroom safety plan
 Discuss as a classroom family ways that everyone can work together to keep 

each other safe

 Use calm, quiet tones of voice

 Morning Check-ins

 Recognize children’s emotions & validate those emotions
 Plan lessons with a social-emotional focus, including introducing and 

modeling emotions



www.traumasmart.org



Building Your Classroom Solution Kit

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bFJHbCMV7kc
Head Start Trauma Smart

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bFJHbCMV7kc


CSEFEL- Center for Social-Emotional 
Foundations for Early Learning

 Social Stories
 Feelings Faces posters/cards
 Tucker Turtle Technique
 Solution Kit
 Problem-Solving Steps

www.csefel.vanderbilt.edu







Calm Down Exercises

 Conscious Discipline S.T.A.R. breathing
 Breathe in your flower, Blow out your candle 
 Meditation
 Yoga

www.consciousdiscipline.com



www.kidsyogastories.com





Create a soft, quiet space in the 
classroom

 Quiet cube or soft area for independent use
 Pillows, stuffed animals, couch, blankets

 Place posters/materials near area for children to use to guide calm 
down techniques- Tucker Turtle, Feelings cards/posters, S.T.A.R 
Breathing, etc.

 Include social stories or books about emotions
 Create “Calm Baskets” for independent use

 Sensory materials

 Provide focused attention



Create a Thinking Space in the 
classroom

 Area for independent use- desk or table w/ chair
 Stock the area with:

 Feelings cards

 Mirrors

 Drawing materials- “This is how I feel today…”

 Class mascot

 Elicit student feedback for ideas to be included in the Thinking 
Space

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iV1-vnAvsAo





Develop 
responsive 
classroom 
practices that 
support all 
students in a safe 
learning 
environment.
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